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S a ttacked

World Trade Center towers
collapse after plane assault

WSU responds
to attack

Associated Press

Bill Radde and Kelly Kirby

NEW YORK — In one of the most
horrifying attacks ever against the United States, terrorists crashed two airliners into the World Trade Center in a
deadly series of blows Tuesday that
brought down the twin 110-story towers. A plane also slammed into the Pentagon as the government itself came
under attack.
Thousands could be dead or injured,
a high-ranking New York City police
official said, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
Authorities had been trying to evacuate those who work in the twin towers
when the glass-arld-steel skyscrapers
came down in a thunderous roar within
about 90 minutes after the crashes;
which took place minutes apart around
9 a.m. But many people were thought to
have been trapped. About 50,000 people
work at the Trade Center and tens of
thousands of others visit each day.
. American Airlines initially said the
Trade Center was hit by two of its
planes, both hijacked, carrying a total of
156 people. But the airline later said that
was unconfirmed.
Two United airliners with a total of

110 aboard also crashed — one outside
Pittsburgh, the other in a location not
immediately identified. Altogether, the
planes had 266 people aboard.
"This is perhaps the most audacious
terrorist attack that's ever taken place in
the world," said Chris Yates, an aviation
expert at Jane's Transport in London. "It
takes a logistics operation from the terror group involved that is second to
none. Only a very small handful of terror groups is on that list. ... I would
name at the top of the list Osama bin
Laden."
President Bush ordered a full-scale
investigation to "hunt down the folks
who committed this act."
Within the hour, the Pentagon took a
direct, devastating hit from a plane. The
fiery crash collapsed ohs: side of the
five-sided structure.
The White House, the Pentagon and
the Capitol were evacuated along with
other federal buildings in Washington
and New York.
Authorities in Washington immediately called out troops, including an
infantry regiment. The Situation Room
at the White House was in full operation. Authorities went on alert from
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Students watch yesterday's terrorist
attack on the World
Trade Center and
the Pentagon in
shock. Many people
called it the worst
attack on the United
States since Pearl
Harbor.

See Collapse, Page 2

In- response to terrorist attacks Tuesday morning, Winona State University
made information more accessible to
students by setting up media in Somsen
Auditorium, Kryzsko Commons and
the Art Tye Lounge.
Tom Grier, director of university
communications, consulted with the
university cabinet Tuesday morning
and offered the suggestion that students would benefit from extended
media coverage.
Joe O'Keefe, public information
officer, said, "This morning, so many
people were crammed into office.
There'd be 13 people crowed around
one TV so Tom offered this suggestion."
Somsen Auditorium has a cable connection and only needed to be hookedup. CNN was then broadcast onto the
projection screen.
"There were 30 people watching the
last tkme I was over there," O'Keefe
said.
Judy Routhe, director of media services, coordinated with academic
See Student, Page 2

AFSCME members vote to strike
Bill Radde

WINONAN

Students and, faculty of
Winona State University might
have to cross picket lines to get
to their classes next week if an
agreement is not reached
between its non-teaching staff
members and the State of
Minnesota.
A possible 189 local card-carrying members of the American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees Council 6
and another 30 members of the
Minnesota Association of Professional Employees might begin
a strike at 6 a.m. Sept. 17.
The local 189 AFSCME
members would join the 19,060
members across Minnesota in a
strike until a voluntary agreement of contract is worked out
between them and the state.
Members of AFSCME voted
Sept. 1 to reject the contract

offered by the state and to issue
an intent to strike.
"Eighty-two percent of those
eligible voted," said Rollie
Sailing, president of AFSCME's
Local 945, which is a union that
consists of maintenance, janitorial and clerical workers at
Winona State.
There are AFSCME members
in the registrar's office, computer services and the business
office.
"There is an AFSCME member involved in every department
students come into • contact
with," Sailing said.
AFSCME mediators are
working with the state to reach'a
negotiation acceptable to both
sides.
In a press release, Julien
Carter, employee relations commissioner for the state, said,
"We'll continue to work toward a
voluntary settlement."
According to the AFSCME

strike hotline, the state, has
offered a 2.5 percent wage
increase; AFSCME has suggested a 6.5 percent increase and
additional state spending on
health insurance. Negotiations
are scheduled for Sept. 13-15,
but if those fail, a strike would
begin at 6 a.m. Sept. 17.
"The deadline for negotiations is 12 a.m. Sept. 15, and the
Council 6 executive board will
be meeting on Sept. 16," Sailing
said. "They will have final say."
The 30 local members of
MAPE consist largely of technical assistance employees for
Winona State and will join
AFSCME on Sept. 17 if they do
not reach some sort of contractual agreement with the state.
According to a press release
from the MAPE Web site, "The
state offered MAPE members a
2 percent across-the-board
increase each of two years. However, increased insurance costs

will eat up at least half of the 2
percent increase. MAPE is asking for a 6.3 percent increase
effective July 1, 2001, and a 4.2
percent increase a year later —
that's the inflation rate for each
year, plus an additional 2.1 percent that MAPE members lost
due to inflation in the last two
years."
.overwhelmingly
MAPE
rejected the state's 'best and
final offer" Sunday.
MAPE members' rejection of
the state's offer also authorizes
the MAPE Board of Directors to
implement a strike.
On Sunday, The Bureau of
Mediation Services received
from MAPE a "notice of intent
to strike," which begins a 10-day
Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN
cooling off period.
American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Jim Schmidt, vice president
Employee members show their support for the pending
of university advancement said, strike by wearing T-shirts that read "Higher Ed Works
"Administrators of Winona State
Minnesota State
•

Because We Do" to a meeting with
Colleges and Universities Chancellor James McCormick
this past Thursday.
.

See Strike, Page 3

MnSCU chancellor visits WSU
David Kveene and
Jenny Butler
WINONAN

James McCormick, Minnesota
State Colleges and. Universities
chancellor, met with Winona
State University students, faculty
and staff and Winona citizens on
Thursday to discuss their higher
education concerns and promote
Brian Beutel/ WINONAN
his work plan and goals for the
Minnesota State Colleges and Universities Chancellor
year.
James McCormick speaks to students who attended an
"We want to get the students
open forum this past Thursday.

to talk to us," McCormick said of
his third trip to Winona since
becoming chancellor in July.
He said students are the main
reason MnSCU exists, and he
considers getting the students'
concerns his primary reason for
his fall tour of every college and
university in the system.
reason
for
Another
McCormick's fall tour is to ask
Minnesotans what MnSCU is
doing right and wrong before a
committee develops its mission

statement for the next few years
of his term.
McCormick held a forum for
students to express their concerns about WSU. Some students
thought overcrowding in the residence halls was an important
issue and wondered if it was
caused by overrecruitment by the
admissions office.
Mike Swenson, an admissions
representative at WSU, said,
"There is a certain number that
we recruit to and once that num-

ber is reached, we stop."
Another concern was whether
rising tuition will affect the uni
versity's appeal. McCormick
said the cost of education at Minnesota universities and colleges
is about the same as private colleges, but that taxpayers currently pay about 67 percent of those
costs. When taxpayers ask for
and are given a tax break,
MnSCU funding is cut, resulting
in higher tuition.
See Chancellor, Page 4
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STUDENT SENATE REPORT

Senate needs student body help to succeed
JASON

FOSSUM
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Continued from Page 1

coast to coast, the U.S. and Canadian borders were sealed, all air
traffic across the country was halted, and security was tightened at
strategic installations.
"This is the second Pearl Harbor. I don't think that I overstate it,"
said Sen. Chuck Hagel, R-Neb.
In June, a U.S. judge had set this Wednesday as the sentencing
date for a bin Laden associate for his role in the 1998 bombing of a
U.S. embassy in Tanzania that killed 213 people. The sentencing had
been set for the federal courthouse near the World Trade Center. No
one from the U.S. attorney's office could be reached Tuesday to
comment on whether the sentencing was still on.
Afghanistan's hardline Taliban rulers condemned the attacks and
rejected suggestions that bin Laden was behind them, saying he does
not have the means to carry out such well-orchestrated attacks. Bin
Laden has been given asylum in Afghanistan.
Abdel-Bari Atwan, editor of the Al-Quds al-Arabi newspaper,
said he received a warning from Islamic fundamentalists close to bin
Laden, but did not take the threat seriously. "They said it would be a
huge and unprecedented attack but they did not specify," Atwan said
in a telephone interview in London.

Students
affairs to rearrange the classes
that were to meet in Somsen
Auditorium.
"The screen will stay until 8
p.m. Then Intervarsity will be
using (the auditorium) for a
prayer service," O'Keefe said.
Intervarsity's service is one of
three such services made available to students Tuesday night.
University President Darrell
Krueger and David Bratt, WSU
faculty assistant president, sent
a mass e-mail to faculty early
Tuesday morning urging professors to respond to the day's
events as they see fit, including
canceling classes, using class
time to discuss students' feelings or other ways professors
thought were appropriate.
The administration wanted
to find an outlet for information
to students, faculty and staff.
"We are providing central
locations to talk about feelings
with others in the Winona State
community," said Jim Schmidt,
vice president of academic
affairs.
"In the wake of the national
tragedy today, WSU administrators met this morning and
continue to meet to be certain
that the university is prepared
to provide for the care and safety of those in our campus community," the e-mail said.
"The thoughts and prayers of
our campus community are
with the people and families of
those that lost their lives in this
terrible tragedy. While it is difficult to know how to respond
to such an emotional situation,
we are extremely concerned for
the safety and emotional wellbeing of everyone in our community.
"We understand the need to
try to understand this situation
and are making efforts to pro-

elcome back to what
looks to be another
great year here at
Winona State University. As we
begin this year I believe that we,
as students, have a great opportunity to continue the outstanding
improvements that have
occurred at WSU. For further
improvements to continue it will
take a cooperative effort between

W
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Student
Senate
President

the student senate and the
student body.
As the elected voice of the
students here, the student senate
is fighting both locally and
statewide to insure the concerns
of students here are heard by all
those involved in the decision
making process. We need to continue to have a strong lobbying
voice. We need to continue to
make internal improvements, so
our campus continues to be inviting to high school seniors and
transfer students. We need to
make improvements so the campus meets current students'
needs. The student senate is
committed to continue working
hard to make sure all of these
things happen. We are here to lis-

anyone who wants to get
involved to help us improve
Winona State to run for a position. We need dedicated, hard
working individuals to help us
work for the betterment of our
university.
With a cooperative effort, we
as students can improve Winona
State and make it an even better
place to get an education. Once
again, I would welcome anyone
to stop by the office with a cornment or concern. Please remember that we are here to serve you,
the students of Winona State
University.
Jason Fossum can be reachea
at 457-5517 or via e-mail at
JFossum0511@vax2.winona.
msus. edu.

CAMPUS SECURITY REPORT

Aug. 28 — At 1 p.m. it was
reported that two windows were
broken on a trailer located on the
east side of the utility plant.
Aug. 29 — At 3:45 p.m. a
small fire was reported in the
cafeteria in Kryzsko Commons.
Power was lost for several hours.
Aug. 29 —At 4:54 p.m. a student reported that her car window was broken while her car
parked in the parking lot south of
Sheehan Hall. Security and
police reports were made. The
damage took place sometime the
previous night.
Aug. 29 — At 6:05 p.m. a student reported that someone
kicked the side of her vehicle
while it was parked in the parking lot on the south side of Sheehan Hall. The damage took place
sometime between 7 p.m. Aug.
27 and Aug. 29.
Aug. 29 — At 9:45 p.m. a
maintenance worker reported
that a motorcycle was
driving through campus. The
vehicle was gone when security
arrived.
Aug. 30 — At 5:15 p.m. secu-

Continued from Page 1
vide a conduit of information
through making cable television coverage of the national
news in a variety of locations
across campus."
The televisions in the Smaug
are permanently set on the College television network, which
features a compilation of news,
entertainment and sports coverage. But yesterday the CTV
featured constant news coverage of the attacks.
"I never thought I would
ever see anything this dramatic," said freshmen Bryn Meyer.
"This will be written down in
the textbooks."
Students gathered around
television sets • contained
throughout campus in Kryzsko
Commons and Somsen Hall.
"It doesn't even seem real,
it's as if we're watching a
movie," said junior Brandon
Bertsinger.
Senior Dave Rinn agreed.
"I just can't fathom this situation," he said. "It's just so surreal."
Many students were in shock
as to the events unfolding
before them.
"I can't believe that with the
sophistication and intelligence
this country possesses that this
could ever happen," said senior
Nick Dircz. "I never imagined
anything of this magnitude ever
happening to the U.S."
Student Senate President
Jason Fossum commented on
the attack.
"This is a horrible tragedy
that didn't need to happen and
hopefully those who perpetrated will be brought to justice,"
he said. "Any problems or feelings you have, there are people
on campus who can help you
deal with it."

ten and to fight for your interests.
However, we can't do this
alone. This is where you come
in. As a student here, you know
justas well as us what improvements need to be made. If you
have a question, concern or problem, please come in and see us.
We are committed to helping
with any problem no matter how
big or small. After all, that is
what we are elected to do.
Along with bringing problems and needed improvements
to our attention, you can help the
student senate another way. In a
few weeks we will be having
elections for our six at-large senator positions, our freshman senator positions and our treasurer
position. I strongly encourage

rity responded to a medical call
at Loretto Hall. A student reaching for something injured her
knee. Security stood by and
assisted the Winona Ambulance
Service.
Aug. 31 — A student reported
that he thought approximately
half of his gas tank was siphoned
while parked in the maintenance
parking lot. The theft took place
sometime between 11 p.m. on
Aug. 30 and just prior to the
report.
Aug. 31 – At 6:33 p.m. a fire
alarm was intentionally pulled in
Richards Hall. There was no fire.
Aug. 31 — At 12:30 a.m.
security stopped several students
coming into Lourdes Hall and
discovered a small amount of
marijuana and alcohol on them.
The matter was referred to the
hall director and director of security.
Aug. 31 — At 2 a.m. security
discovered a small amount of
marijuana on a student and in his
room. The matter was referred to
the hall director.
Sept. 1 —At 3:33 a.m. security notified the Winona Police
Department of a male subject
jumping in front of traffic on
Huff Street. The matter was
referred to the Winona Police
Department.
Sept. 2 — At 11:45 p.m. secu-
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rity stopped a student at Lourdes
Hall and found liquor bottles.
The matter was referred to the
resident assistant and hall direc7
tor.
Sept. 3 — St 2:15 a.m. police
were called to Prentiss-Lucas
Hall to deal with an intoxicated
non-student male. The subject
was arrested by the Winona
Police Department for underage
consumption of alcohol.
Sept. 3 – At 1:51 a.m. security
responded to a noise complaint
in Sheehan Hall.
Alcohol was discovered upon
their arrival. The matter was
referred to the hall director.
Sept. 4 —At 8:50 a.m. security responded to complaint of
someone smelling smoke in
Somsen Hall. It was discovered
that some construction taking
place on Somsen's
second floor was causing the
smell.
Sept. 4 — At 12:20 p.m. a
vehicle was observed striking a
parked vehicle in the parking lot
located south of 11th Street. The
matter was referred to the director of security.
It was reported that
Sept. 4
sometime between Aug. 10 and
13 a locker was entered in
Memorial Hall and approximately $440 worth of equipment was
removed. The matter was
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referred to the director of security.
Sept. 6 —At 10:55 p.m. security contacted a male subject on
campus (non-student) with alcohol. The alcohol confiscated and
the subject was told to leave
campus. The matter was referred
to the director of security.
Sept. 6 — At 11:10 p.m. a
Winona State University security
guard was grabbed on campus
and was not injured. The matter
was referred to the director of
security and conduct officer.
Sept. 7 — At 11:35 p.m. an
individual was warned for disorderly behavior on campus. The
individual was not a student and
was told to leave campus.
Sept. 7 — At 12:45 a.m. an
individual attempted to bring
alcohol into Richards Hall and
was stopped by security. The
matter was referred to the hall
director.
Sept. 7 — At 10:15 a.m. an
alarm was activated in Kryzsko
Commons. There was no fire, the
alarm was activated by a storm.
Sept. 8 — At 2:52 a.m. a subject was observed inside of
Kryzsko Commons via camera
while the building was locked
down. Security responded and
was unable to locate individual.
No damage or entry found.
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Tuition, bookstore prices on the rise
Maria Taylor
WINONAN

Although tuition prices have
increased 9 percent from last
year, and the bookstore has seen
a jump in price, neither the university nor the bookstore is making a higher profit.
If the hike in tuition is not to
make a profit, why are resident
and non-resident students alike
paying an extra $250 per semester?
Jason Fossum, student senate
president said, "The university
needed to raise tuition to make
ends meet; the state did not offer
enough money to cover inflation
and faculty contracts."
The tuition hike this year is a
compromise between an even
bigger increase and faculty cuts.
Students stress the issue of
paying more money. "It is understandable with the costs of living
rising, but it is still more
money," said senior Dawn Easton.
Freshman Joe Mahoney said,
"It is not as bad as the U of M,
but it is still a raise, so it's bad."
The bookstore has seen
increases in prices as well.
According to Karen Krause,
bookstore supervisor, publishers

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Karyn Roth, a sophomore Therapeutic Recreation major,
searches for a used Social Interaction book outside of
the Winona State Bookstore. Rising costs in books and
tuition have forced students to trim spending in many
areas.

cause this increase. It has rela- Only when it is impossible to get
tively little to do with the book- a title at the used price does the
store. When the publisher bookstore resort to buying new
increases its price, the bookstore books from the publisher.
must also increase its prices to
Another way in which the
break even. High gas prices have bookstore attempts to help stualso increased the cost of trans- dents is by buying back their old
porting books from the ware- books at the end of the semester.
house to the bookstore.
"Freshmen need to know to
The bookstore works with take care of their books," Krause
three different wholesale distrib- said. "We don't want missing
utors to offer as many used pages or injured bindings, but
books to students as possible. want students to use them. If

Strike
hope the strike is adverted and
hopes both side's find a middle
ground in the negotiations."
The university has not made
any significant planning in
preparation for the strike.
"We are just going to do the
best we can," Schmidt said.
"Both AFSCME and MAPE
union members are essential to
the running of the university. It's

highlighting helps you learn,
then go ahead. We do not dock
students for highlighting."
The WSU Student Senate
assists students in battling the
rising bookstore prices as well. It
offers 100 book loans at $100
each. Anybody, regardless of
financial aid status, can receive a
book loan. These applications
are in the student senate office
near the Smaug.
Fossum stressed the importance of .every student getting
involved to continue trying to get
more money so WSU does not
have to raise tuition higher, like
Bemidji State University, which
raised tuition 17.5 percent this
year.
Last year the student senate
took two busloads of students to
St. Paul to lobby for more higher
education funding. Students
made phone calls to government
officials and, as a result,
increased the amount of money
the state was willing to provide
for colleges and universities
from $47 million to $100 million.
"It is exciting to see what we
do really makes a difference,"
Fossum said.

Continued from Page 1
not our intention to give an illusion that things will be fine. We
will be realistic, and admit that
there will be a disruption of service."
In the event of a strike, it will
be up to each department to meet
their top.priorities with a limited
staff.
"Above all, the university
supports all people involved in a

potential strike," Schmidt said.
"Many of the union members
have been a part of the Winona
State family for 10, 20, even 30
years, and they will continue to
work with us."
Schmidt recognizes that some
employees might be nervous to
go on strike.
"Administration wants all
possible strikees to know that

they are valued and respected,
and whether or not they go on
strike, they will still be valued
and respected," Schmidt said.
"All in all, the university wants
everyone to be patient and show
respect and kindness to striking
union members."

The Winonan is always accepting freelance work. If you
would like to get your articles or photographs published, submit them to the iffinonan for consideration.

Security seeking
alcohol solutions
Valerie Kramer
WINONAN
As the fall semester begins,
students are inclined to be a
part of the party scene. Winona
State University Security Services and the Winona Police
Department are working to
decrease the amount of alcohol-related incidents in the
Winona area.
Parties and bars tend to be a
source of entertainment for college students throughout the
country, including Winona.
This year is no different than
other years, with the exception
of more emphasis on house
parties and increased bar security.
"It's pretty much the same,
just more," said Don Walski,
director of security at WSU.
When security finds a student using alcohol in the residence halls or on campus, they
refer the student to the residence hall director for discipline. It depends upon the situation and the discretion of
security as to whether an arrest
is made on campus.
The number of alcoholrelated incidents have
decreased from past years. In
1999, 250 cases of alcohol discipline were reported and the
Winona Police arrested seven
students. Last year, 177 students were disciplined and four
arrests were made.
The Winona Police Department and WSU security hope
to decrease the numbers even
more during the 2001-2002
school year.
During the first two weeks
of the school year, both the
police and security crack down
on underage drinking to prevent more incidents and larger

problems later in the year. Ii
the last two weeks, 21 ticket
have been given for loud music
at parties, and officers have
dealt with 30 to 50 student
walking on the streets or of
campus intoxicated. They hay'
also made arrests for selling
alcohol, minors consuminl
alcohol and keg-law violations
A landlord responsibilit:
ordinance states that the firs
and second noise violation
result in informing the landlon
of the incidents. After the thin
violation, a landlord's renta
license can be revoked and the
students are evicted.
Much like other college
campuses, the parties will hap
pen. If students are cooperative
with officials, the problems cai
diminish.
"We seldom have problem
with Winona State Universit'
parties," Walski said, adding
that students always tend tc
break up the party and cooper
ate with officials.
The Winona Police Depart
ment has received grants fron
the state for bar compliancy
checks. Underage students wil
be undercover, asking for
drink at the bar. If they an
served, the police will thei
come into the bar and arres
underage drinkers by checkinl
identifications, and the bar i
sited for serving minors.
Police will begin checkinl
20 to 25 bars twice each fo
underage drinking and serving
to minors. The grant require
the department to have the bar
checked by May, but they wil
most likely be finished withii
the next two months.
Frank Pomeroy, chief o
police, stresses the importance
See Security, Page 4
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V't ere do
I pick up my
financial aid?

0

HOURS
Monday-Thursday
8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Fnday 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Do you
h ate
information
on studying
abroad"?

Stop in and visit us and
pick up your complementary gift!
Name:
E-mail:
Have you ever visited SAC before? yes no
(Free gift limited to first 30J students rho bring ccupai to SAC.)

WINONAN
High enrollment results
in larger class sizes
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Continued from Page 1

Other concerns shared included:
and Minnesota has held a long history of publicly
■ Whether laptops are necessary for every helping to fund colleges and universities," he
maj or.
said.
■ Why some majors are unable to graduate
McCormick thanked the students for their
concerns and input and said he hopes to find a
within four years.
"helpful remedy for the students concerns."
■ That Pasteur Hall needs renovations.
While on campus, McCormick also toured
McCormick summarized his ultimate goal as
being to energize alumni, students and parents to Pasteur Hall to see firsthand why Winona State
tell others that everyone in Minnesota needs to University is seeking state funding for the conmake an investment in the future and support struction of a' new science building. The Minnesota State Legislature will consider the funding
MnSCU.
"I support publicly funded higher education, request in the 2002 session.

*** * ****************************************************
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Margaret Grohn
WINONAN

Enrollment has climbed to an
all-time high at Winona State
University, according to Registrar Stewart Shaw.
Dennis Martin, Director of
Institutional Research, estimates
an increase of 12 percent incoming freshman and transfer students. Since WSU hasn't added
any classes, more classes are full
or closed, making it difficult for
some students to get the classes
they need.
Most students having problems getting into classes are
those who registered late, including international students, transfer students and those who were
too far away to register earlier.
Krystal Carr, a senior at WSU
said, "I couldn't get into a class I
need to graduate because there

weren't enough open sections."
As a result of the number of
classes remaining the same,
classes are much larger. Full
classes may create problems by
decreasing one-on-one contact
with students and faculty.
"The teacher's don't get a
chance to know you, and when
you go to them for help, they
don't know who you are," Carr
said. She suggests adding more
sections.
Shaw agreed: "If our enrollment of students is allowed to
grow, we must add more classes."
Another
student,
Jenn
Willuweit, has definitely noticed
the fuller classes, and is not
happy about them. "One of the
reasons I came here was for the
small classes."
When Vice President of Academic Affairs Steve Richardson

was asked whether something
was being done about the
increasing enrollment issue for
coming years, his answer was
simple: "Always."
He said that this year the
faculty has been especially good
about letting people blue, card
into their classes. This semester
history and English professors
have allowed one extra person
into each class, making the average class size 26.
Students can still get some
individual attention by logging
onto Blackboard, an Internet site
where teachers can post messages, lecture notes and grades
for their students. On Blackboard, students can e-mail their
professors or students from their
classes to get additional help.

And
His
Band!

*

Jenny Butler/WINONAN .

TICKETS ON SALE TM SATURDAY AT liAMI
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A Children's Literature class taught by Donna Helble has every seat full with an enrollment of 34 students. This classroom, on the third floor of Gildemeister, is typical of
classes around the Winona State University campus this semester. The average class
size for the fall semester is 26, as opposed to the previous semester of 25 per class.
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Security
of informing students of the consequences of being
involved in alcohol-related incidents and activities. Minors face a fine of $138 for their first
offense. Subsequent offenses can lead to a larger
fine. Public consumption, drinking alcohol on any
street or sidewalk in Winona, can lead 40 an $80
fine.
All Winona State University students should
have received an e-mail notification of fines and
disciplines associated with alcohol-related incidents.

Continued from Page 3
"What causes the most distress among members
of the community is damage done, the vandalism
in Winona," Walski said. Students tend to be the
ones blamed for acts of vandalism, such as signs
being knocked over.
"I am very pro-students," Walski said, adding
that there are many positive things to be said about
the students of Winona State University. Walski
advises all students to "use your head and be
responsible."

ksilks!110110

Crq
Wanted
Wanted! Swim Break trs ! S

Coast
Vaca.tiorri ..../a.rits to 5' end you cri Spring

Break to Canciri, the I3a.harnas,
Jamaica., or Ma.zatla.n FOR FREE! To
find od. how, call 1-888-777-4642 or
e-mail sa.I (Ds unc w.stvaca.ti 1113.0

SFFIING BREAK PAM' ! I rrda ge in
FREE Travd, Drinks, F ood, and Parties
with the Best DJ's arid cd ebrities in
Ca.ncun, Jamaica., Mazatlan, and the
Ba.harnas. G o to StudentCity.com ,
call 1-800-293-1143 or e-mail
sal es Est u dentityc orn t o find out more.

Wanted
511114G BREAK Imith Mazatlan
Exprescs. From $399. AO rights
hctelffeenigRly beer parties?food
pa.cka.gesdscokrits. (800)366-4786.
httpffiemvsna.zexp.corn
Earn a. free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for students
or orga.nizatiorrs to sell our Spring Break
package to Mazatlan, Mexico.
(800) 3664786.

Wanted
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas & Fl on da. Earn
cash &G o Fr ee"Now hiring Campus
Reps. 1-800-234-7007 endlessstrnmert ours.c orn
Spring Break 2002! Student Express is
now hiring sal es reps. Cancun f eat tr es
FREE meals and parli es @ Fat
Tuesdays-MTV Beach H ea.d tart era.
Aca.p o, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Sout Padre, Florida. Prices Iran $469,
'with Maier Airlines. 24,000 travelers in
2001. Call 800-787-3787 for a free
brochure. wv.studentexpresseom.

Housing
AVAILABLE 111/46IEDIATBY - 1 & 2 bedroom apartments. Includes heat, water
and garbage. Call : 507452-9490

Misc.
FOR SALE: Full size Mattr es Set
COMPLETE Aram e. Brand new, still
in bag ) $500 dollar vlue. Sacrificef or
$195. Delivery available, 608-301-2337.
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See Page 6
for a Reel Time
review of the
movie "Jay and
Silent Bob Strike
Back."

Women choose WSU for programs
Sara Rae Edenhofer
WINONAN

Winona State University has been recognized for its academic
strength. It was included among "America's 100 Best College
Buys." But with a student ratio of 64 percent female to 36 percent
male, one wonders what factors draw more women than men to the
classroom.
"I think the nursing and education programs draw more women
than men," said senior Dan Paulsen, a mass communications
student. "There are other strong departments within the university,
like engineering, but those are smaller and are the
departments that traditionally tend to draw more men."
Freshman Kelly Frenner agreed.
"I think that the majors offered at a school contributes to there
being more men or women," Frenner said. "Here at WSU, there is a
big nursing program that I think more women would be interested in
than men."
Junior , Kayti Andersen, a nursing student, said WSU's
nursing background played a major role in her decision to attend
WSU.
"For me, a big part of making my decision was what the school
had to offer," Andersen said. "A counselor knew I wanted to go into
nursing and recommended the school."
Andersen and Paulsen agreed that while most students consider a
school's strength in a specific academic interest, women and men
also incorporate other factors into their decisions. Paulsen thought
the influencing differences might lie within the other contributing
factors.
"For me, I'm kind of a nature guy, so the geographical location
was perfect," Paulsen said.
Paulsen is originally from the Chicago area and wanted to get
away from the fast-paced city life.
"I wanted a school with mountains, but those schools were about
12 hours away from home," Paulsen said. "Winona offered me a
happy medium."
Seniors Ryan Fiet and Dan Jorgensen, both physical

education majors, also named
WSU's location as a key factor.
"I think men basically want
to find a place where they can
feel comfortable, like they
belong," Fiet said.
,Fiet said that Winona offered
the relaxed environment to
provide such an opportunity.
Jorgensen thought the social
environment also influences
men's college choices.
"One of my friends from
high school was coming to
Winona," Jorgensen said, "So
that had a big part into why I
chose to come here."
Paulsen, who also supported
the social factor, said he thinks
Brian BeuteVWINoNAN
most men at least consider the Scenes like this one at Lourdes Residential College are common around Winona State.
university's social atmosphere.
Classes are predominantly female with the almost 2 - 1 ratio on campus.
"Definitely, you have to con"I kind of wanted to be far from home, and I wanted a smaller
sider the academics. You have to go to a school that's going to give
you the best opportunities in your field," Paulsen said. "But I also school. This school gave me both," Andersen said. "When you go to
think guys consider the social scene and size of the school. And that Winona, it's big enough to feel like you're at a university, but it's not
all depends on what you like; would you like a school with more fra- so big that you feel overwhelmed.
"All in all, I think the big picture is the school and what it has to
ternities or would rather have more individual activities?"
A third factor for the men, according to Fiet and Jorgensen, is offer."
Paulsen said, "I'll admit, the number of women compared to men
cost. WSU's tuition expenses gave weight to both students' decisions
and both students think cost is a leading factor for most male surprised me when I first came to WSU. Now, it's
kind of interesting, but most of the time it's not even something I
students.
According to the women, the top factor is split between WSU's notice."
While WSU's statistics may show that there's more estrogen on
location and academics.
"I was looking at schools in the Wisconsin and Minnesota area," campus, the students agreed that where the student is most
comfortable and receives the most out of the college years is most
Andersen said.
Andersen, originally from Buffalo Grove, Ill., found WSU the important.
perfect distance and size.

2001 VMAs Rockin' out
leave few
highlights

New students enjoy
week of orientation
Alicia A. Magera

If your TV Guide listed
MTV's Video Music Awards as
taking place at 7 p.m. last
Thursday, it was wrong. The
awards show actually started two
months ago when the channel
began running commercials,
spots and "news" briefs

LEPEL
Entertainment
columnist

publicizing their wildly popular
cornerstone awards show.
By Sept. 3, four days before
the ceremony, it seemed as
though MTV was actually The
MTV Video Music Awards
Channel. There were endless
previews, reviews, pre-pre-preawards shows, making of the
awards shows, making of the
making of the awards shows,
awards blooper shows, fashion
assessments and video analysis
(although they didn't actually
play a whole video; God forbid
they actually play a whole video
on MTV).
The only shows that didn't
have something to do with the
VMAs were "The Real World"
"Road Rules," and that
incredibly stupid wrestling show,
"Tough Enough." All this
promotion was done to build up
viewer excitement to what was
supposed to be the television
event of our crappy, mundane
lives.
However, MTV's shameless
yet effective self-promotion is
not the story here. Can you
believe that the show actually
didn't live up to the hype? The
2001 MTV VMAs were just as
pretentious and long-winded as
the Grammys or the Academy
Awards.
Part of the attraction to the
MTV awards shows was their

Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN

A member of the Chicago-based band The Brokedowns played Friday night at the
KQAL Fall Fest. IV Steps from Nowhere, Six Mile Grove, My Conservative Dad, My
Other Band, Straight to Your Brain and ldiotkin also played Friday in the East Cafe
of Kryzsko Commons.
46661.04.FiRCOMMOY/ sa
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hip "were doing this for the
fans" attitude. Great
performances and guest lists
helped the VMAs raise the
awards show bar.
This year's show offered an
overdose of 'N Sync, lame
sketches, boring performances,
an unfunny host and technical
difficulties.
Host Jamie Fox was so
unfunny, I have had to make up a
word for it and say he was
disfunny. Anything that is funny,
Jamie Fox was not. His asinine,
pseudo-thug demeanor made me
long for the Wayans brothers. I
was embarrassed for him.

new students on a campus tour
and pointing out different areas
that are not necessarily covered
On Aug. 22 Winona State on the campus tour," said Alyssa
University welcomed new Buckley, a second-year
students through the new orientation leader.
During the group meetings,
student orientation program.
New student orientation is a new students were involved in
that various
icebreakers
and
four-day
experience
introduces students to Winona group-building activities.
"The
icebreakers
my
State and the surrounding
community. This year orientation leader led seemed
approximately 1,400 students silly at first," said freshman Jen
were registered in the orientation Bertness "But I realized that she
program. was trying to get us to interact,
The purpose of new student and by the time the hour was up
orientation is "to assist incoming we couldn't stop talking."
Another part of orientation
students with their academic and
social adjustment to Winona week is the breakout sessions.
State University," said Wayne The student leaders led sessions
Wicka, new student orientation in alcohol abuse and sexual
misconduct, study skills and,
program coordinator.
The new students were time management and cultural
of diversity. The purpose of the
grouped
in
sections
approximately 30 students breakout sessions is to present
according to their major. Each issues that new students face
section had a student orientation their first semester.
During one study skills and
leader to lead them through the
management
session,
week's activities. The student time
were volunteers played "Who Wants
orientation
leaders
senior to be an Excellent Student?" for
sophomore
through
In
the
cultural
students who were selected prizes.
through interviews held during diversity session the group led
students in a "power shuffle"
spring semester.
In addition to a student leader, that pointed out differences
each orientation section has a between participants. The
faculty member who will lead substance abuse and sexual
the class during the semester. misconduct session informed
The orientation class meets one students about alcohol abuse and
day a week for 50 minutes date rape.
Orientation week also helps
throughout the fall semester.
During this classroom time, introduce students to the social
instructors discuss study skills, aspect of college life. During the
campus resources and helpful week students had the
hints to surviving the first year at opportunity to watch the Johnny
school Holm band perform, see
"The orientation course is hypnotist Jim Wand, watch "The
designed to increase students' Mummy Returns" in Somsen
knowledge of the university's Auditorium and attend an ice
academic expectations, cream social.
On Aug. 24 and afternoon
registration issues, resources and
current issues facing college stu- club fair, held in the Smaug,
allowed new students to get
dents," Wicka said.
During the four days of information and sign up for clubs
orientation, new students toured they were interested in.
A "Grill out Chill out,"
the campus, the community and
scheduled
for Aug. 25, ' was
the library.
"My favorite part of being an canceled due to weather.
orientation leader is taking the
See Orientation, Page 8
WINONAN

However, it wasn't all Jamie's
fault. • The script was terrible.
Whoever wrote the dialogue for
the sketches and presenters
should never be allowed to pick
up a pen or sit at a typewriter
again. They made the talented
comedian Will Ferrell look like
an idiot when he rushed the stage
and re-enacted Rage Against the
Machine bassist Tim C.'s rafter
climb at last year's awards. You
could see the presenters
grimacing and straining as they
read from the- teleprompter.
Sheryl Crow looked absolutely
tortured by having to read the
dialogue, and Christopher

Walken downright refused to
read the speeth prepared for
him.
The performances proved to
be just as disappointing. Staind,
Jay-Z and Alicia Keys
performances were boring. 'N
Sync's performance was well
choreographed and interesting to
look at, but they had been on
stage to receive so many of the
night's awards that even they
were sick of themselves. Plus,
Justin Timberlake's voice sounds
like a smurf going through
puberty.
The "King of Pop," Michael
See VMAs, Page 8
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Art for everyone

Reel Time
Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back
Starring:

***

Ratings Guide

Jason Mewes as Jay Phat Buds
Kevin Smith as Silent Bob
Shannon Elizabeth as Justice
Jason Lee as Banky

**** — Excellent
*** — Good
** — Fair

Directed by Kevin Smith
* — Poor
Screenplay by Kevin Smith
Presented by Miramax Films
Running Time: 95 minutes
Rated R {non-stop crude and sexual humor, strong language and drug content)

Writer/director Kevin Smith's latest film, "Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back," isn't your typical
road movie. In many such films, the protagonists hit the road, bond, share a few laughs and
finally reach the film's denouement. Only in the world of filmmaker Kevin Smith would the
heroes hitch-hike cross-country, daydream about Scooby-Do
and the Mystery Machine, get mixed-up with jewel thieves and
kidnap an orangutan.
Tim
Audiences have always laughed at clowns. With Jay and
BETTHAUSER Silent Bob, we get a full-frontal barrage of sexual and
Eileen Ferguson/WINoNAN
sophomoric humor from two of the biggest clowns of today,
Professor Ann Scott Plummer and fifth-year student Dave Bugni discuss Plummer's
and most of the time, we are howling.
Movie
artwork on display at the Watkins Hall faculty exhibit on Sept. 5. The exhibit is running
The characters of Jay and Silent Bob were first introduced
reviewer
now through October.
in Smith's 1994 surprise hit "Clerks," where they peddled
marijuana and offered their unique perspective on the world
outside a New Jersey convenience store. They also appeared in Smith's other New Jersey trilogy
films, "Mallrats" (1995), "Chasing Amy" (1997) and the hilarious religious parable "Dogma"
0
(1998).
The plot, such as it is, sends Jay and Silent Bob, played by Jason Mewes and Kevin Smith, on
two weeks or so. Also running do to offer a full line of repairing
a road trip from their home base in New Jersey to Los Angeles. Their goal is to disrupt the
the included disk de-fragmenter and preventive measures for
production of a new film entitled "Bluntman and Chronic," which includes characters based on
MICHAEL , can help free up' valuable disk your system. Once installed, NU
their comic book alter egos. Apparently, Banky (the comic book entrepreneur from "Chasing
C AN AVINO space. Also available is Disk lets you choose from Optimize
Amy") has sold the rights to "Bluntman and Chronic" to Miramax Studios, and Jay and Silent Bob
CleanUp. You can find these Performance, Find and Fix
will be cut out of the profits.
gems under either Accessories,
"Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back" features an assortment of funny cameos by actors including
Technology System Tools or by right clicking Problems, System Maintenance
Ben Affleck, Matt Damon, Chris Rock and director Gus Van Sant. Many of the cameos are by
Columnist on your hard drive in My and Registry Management. It
also offers NAV and Cleanactors who have appeared in Smith's previous films. One of the funniest cameos is when Jay and
Computer, selecting Properties, Sweep, a program that clears out
Silent Bob encounter a fellow hitchhiker (George Carlin) who gives them advice on "the book of
"System resources. Get your then Tools. Those tools can unused files and improves
the road" and a traveling nun (Carrie Fisher) with a different interpretation of the "book."
prevent a lot of problems if run speed. Once SystemWorks is
system
resources right here!"
"Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back" will not appeal to everyone. The film's dialogue is
on a regular basis. However, if
Most
people
don't
worry
consistently raunchy, rude, crude and homophobic; the plot is cliché-riddled; and there isn't much
installed, your Recycle Bin is
you want
about
things
like
system
"acting" in the film. However, anyone who criticizes the film for being raunchy is missing the
changed to what I call
more, there
utilization, disk de-fragmentapoint. Jay and Silent Bob are morons; they are one-dimensional buffoons who parade around with
"Norton's Bin." Norton's Bin
are several
tion or even having a missing
transparent targets on their backs so we can laugh at their stupidity. Much the way Beavis and
allows even further data
options
ActiveX control. But maybe
Butthead indulged ttie adolescents of America with their PG-13 rated ramblings in the early '90s,
recovery
level than the Windows
available.
they should.
Jay and Silent Bob offer the X-rated diatribes of today.
Recycle
Bin,
letting you recover
You've
While Windows and Apple
old
files
and
even
specify certain
probably
run
systems have improved with
files
to
protect,
such
as all Word
across
our
time, they've become more
friend
Mr.
documents.
complex, and thanks to
SystemWorks provides a
Peter Norton
integration — combining your
clean and well-organized menu
a
few
times
if
Internet -browser with your
Lewis 'modest view of himself I term is the most logical way to
you use a system, bringing NU, NAV,
operating system — when one
admit to being a mere layman, go about the study of anything,
computer
on
campus
either in CleanSweep and Web tools all to
thing goes wrong, a lot of things
but
can
an
idea
as
seemingly
yet
however
inadequate
for
the
a
lab
or
your
laptop
—
through your command. NAV gives a list
PAUL
can go wrong. There are tools
of "activities" it thinks need
job, placed here for a purpose. abstract as religion ever become
available to help fix — and even his program Norton AntiVirus.
KONKEL
doing, and/or gives a status
This column will be a success concrete? Is it, as one online
preven these problems from You may not know he's made a
report
on them, such as warning
only if it leads its philosopher joked, "a slippery
lot of other fine products such as
occurring.
Religion
you
with
a red "X" that you
readers to ask questions they goose," dodging all attempts to
Windows 95, 98 and 2000, Norton Utilities, Norton Systemcolumnist previously had never thought back it into a definite corner?
haven't
made
an emergency
offer a small but competent set of Works, Norton Firewall and
disk.
It
lets
you
schedule
tasks in
of. I'll leave the hard part of Or can we catch the idea and
tools to get you started. That others. SystemWorks bundles
any
program
so
you
can
have
How in the world can a answering them to someone roast it? To ask, perhaps, a more
seemingly annoying ScanDisk Utilities, NAV and a few others
NAV
run
on
the
second
and
relevant question: Is it even
college sophomore be expected else.
that runs when Windows was into a good package.
fourth
weeks,
while
Utilities
worth
thinking
about?
For
a
SystemWorks goes beyond
■■■
to tackle a subject as diverse as
"shutdown improperly" can
See Michael, Page 8
What is religion? Defining a
what
ScanDisk and Defrag can
See Religion, Page 8
religion? Along the line of C.S.
actually help you if it's run every

Protecting your system: SystemWorks 2001

.

,

Religion defined: Only one fails the test

Winona State
Intramurais
September Hours & Classes
Cardio fit:
Mon.- Thurs.
raimipe obk:71 asigiose

Cardiokickboxing:
Yoga:

140***#firathrotroiivoitt

Mon.- Thurs.

5:00 P.M.

Mon., Wed.

8:00 P.M.

-40:4tratc.m bege
Siatt trstrMstOrittt
imfatomiritions vivia3 in.Wintha—HBC' os tiii‘TV;
rand tic34rAttrage
teliThtomci .4tod

Tues., Thurs.

8:00 A.M.

ctootsiwnwastudattsp:thig
000fntpttiA4t;t,gprtopc*ktnh

Located 3rd. Floor Memorial
Any Questions?
Pam K. 452-4019
pknie fel.@Yaho .com

cobterY
wivial so:slit* tr, ;.-lcmitiolfat*TV011evitarAttt
a fix

oci firm

Sanaray's Flux

Zttenewilapat SHovinOt
' Sim*/ your
• ceatnputstaciart yolk
abieTV, tilttkorx and Irovinet servionr4.0*insFiathc
Ptirdwit aervicaould tipottiim five .ki-per-emov,
cot Al *net strirkt and vatli , tstyttlitte medium San:1ml' g
Call us at 474.4000fordetails.
•
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Need to Get Somewhere?
Check This Out!
Greyhound

Winona Transit

452-3718
1-800-231-2222

454-6666

Winona to Twin Cities:
1-way
Weekdays:
$19.50
Weekend:
$20.50

•

•

•

(Except Holidays)

Round Trip
$32.00
$34.00

Round Trip
$70.00
$74.00

1-way
$35.00
$38.00

Students single ride: 50c or 1 token
Tokens: 10 for $4.00
Monthly Faso: $13.00
m buses leaving downtown and arriving at WSU are every 45
minutes from 6:19 a.m. until 5:49 p.m.
*I3uses leaving WSU and arriving downtown are every 45 minutes from 6:29 a.m. until 5:59 p.m.

Winona to Chicago:

Round Trip
$114.00
$120.00

1-way
$57.00
$60.00

Weekdays:
Weekend:

•

Available Monday-Friday

Winona to Madison:
Weekdays:
Weekend:

•

•

* Student must have student I.D. with them.

Fasses and tokens are available

*Bus leaves from the Conoco located
off HWY 61 on the north end of Winona.

at the Student Union Office in
Kryzsko Commons.

AMTRAK

AIRPORT

PASSE'S42ER. SERVICE
1-800-869-5796

1-800-872-7245
In Winona: 452 8612
-

In Winona: 454-4390
Departs from the Quality Inn on Hwy 61 &

Depa:ts from the train depot at
65 east Mark St.

Mankato Ave.
Winona to Milwaukee:

La Crosse/v1p1s. Airport:

$9.00

VVinona/v191s. Airport:

$34.00

Wabasha/Mplo Airport:

$29.00

Departs: 10:09 a.m.
Arrives: 2:20 p.m.

Winona to St.Faul:
Departs: 7:44 p.m.
Arrives: 10:25 p.m.

Winona/La Crosse Airport:

$19.00

Winona to Chicago:
Departs: 10:09

For ceparture times or other
information contact Farking Services
at

457-5062

3.m.

Arrives: 4:20 p.m.

Fares for Amtrak travel vary.
For more info call or visit thier We

site at

www.amtrak.com

Try the stundent

Ride-Share-Board

Located in Kryzko Commons across from the book store.
For more infomation please contact
Parking Services 457-5062 SAC 457-2456
Student Union 457-5310
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Biking provides a healthy alternative
At Winona State University we all do our
best to make our time here fun and
worthwhile. One of the things I find
worthwhile is expanding my knowledge of
the world and using my education to the
fullest. I
have fun
doing this
CHRIS

BENDA

b y

educating
others.
EnvironI often
mental
make the
columnist
following
statement
in my writings and conversations with
people: You do not have to agree with my
ideas, and I admit some are radical, but they
should cause you to think about how you
view the world, and everyone will benefit
from that. As Einstein proclaimed, a mind is
a terrible thing to waste.
One of my favorite educational topics
regards the philosophy of human impact on
the environment. I am an environmental
science student, conservationist and, as the
WSU bike club president, an advocate of
non-motorized transportation. This ideology
sprung from my roots in outdoor adventure. I
actively enjoy road and mountain biking,
cross-country skiing, backpacking,
snowshoeing, canoeing, kayaking and
snowboarding basically every
non-motorized outdoor recreational activity.
I love the feeling of being in the middle of
nowhere, gazing at pristine land without a

human influence as far as my eyes
can see. This feeling is abundant in the
mass wilderness of this country, and
if you know where to go you can find some
here.
Through my education in the sciences, I
have gained a greater enjoyment from my
outdoor excursions. I have begun to view the
physical world with curiosity and
respect. I am humbled by the knowledge that
I am but a speck in the universe of space and
time. But I also know that I can make a difference.
One of the most difficult tasks in
conservation is deciding where to draw the
line. Do we all walk, light candles and pump
our own water in order • to be
environmentally friendly? Have you ever
seen that Simpsons episode when
Lisa tries to impress the environmentalist
"hippie" by showing him her compost pile?
He responds, "You mean you don't
pocket mulch?" pulling compost out of his
pockets.
I think that knowing where to draw the
line comes from actively, consciously
thinking about the consequences of your
actions. This is not always easy, but with a
little effort, it won't seem as hard. It is not
difficult to visualize a heaping pile of diapers
that won't go anywhere for a long, long time
and be grossed out, but are diaper sales
down? The fact is, most of us do what we
can but draw the line when our quality of
living is reduced. We may recycle a bottle
here, turn off a light there, or not run water

while brushing our teeth, but when it comes
to driving we pull up at the gas pump and
complain about gas prices and rich oil
barons. But do we do anything about it?
Sports Utility Vehicle sales have gone up
and now there is practically a vehicle for
every driver in each household, where in the
past a household would be lucky to have one.
Does it make sense to build society to
operate on the necessity of everyone speeding around in impractical vehicles that are
seriously affecting our air quality? Winona is
so small that a greater amount of people
could easily use their legs to get around.
Did you know that some of the tax you
pay on gas is used to build bike trails? This is
a conservation measure intended to promote
biking instead of driving. It is a pollution tax
meant to be paid by polluters and given to
non-polluters as an incentive to not pollute.
Even if you do not agree, consider the fact
that bicyclists who don't operate cars pay
taxes which are used to build enormous
paved thoroughfares that they don't use. I
don't want this paradise paved for a parking
lot either, but unfortunately most of it
already is.
The most successful leaders lead by
example. Together, even here, we can make a
change that the world can't help but notice.
So relax, jump on your bike and enjoy a
peaceful cruise through this magnificent
river valley. I'll wave when I see you.
0 0 0
Reach Chris Benda via e-mail at cbenda8608@vax2.winona.msus.edu

Start with the basics when learning to cook
When we learn something
new, it helps to start with the right
tools and the basic lessons. Kids
learn addition before they learn
algebra, and calculators make
calculus much less
confusing. Similarly, college
students learning to cook and
bake should start with the basics
before tackling the seven-course
formal
dinner.
The
first
thing to
do when
beginning to
cook or
bake is
to wash your hands and cooking
surfaces. Dirt does not make for
good seasoning, and germs are
not the "special touch" you hear
about from Martha Stewart.
There are literally hundreds of
cooking gadgets and gizmos on
the market. Specialty items, like
meat
electronic
with
thermometers
pre-programmed settings, can be
fun and helpful tools. However,
most college students are barely
scrapping together enough
money to pay for classes, rent and
food, much less the newest edi-

tion to the George Foreman Grill
line. Therefore, finding the most
versatile, convenient and economic equipment is important for
any beginning cook:
There are only a few items I
swear by. A good wooden spoon
will be used time and time again
for mixing your creations. A
large microwave-safe bowl is
crucial. Glass will work well for
melting butter and chocolate, but
plastic is less likely to break.
Measuring cups and spoons are
relatively inexpensive and
needed for almost any recipe.
Rubber spatulas (or rubber scrappers) make cleaning the sides of
the bowl and folding in ingredients much easier. A good knife is
actually safer than
struggling to cut ingredients with
a butter knife; obviously. this
means it's also easier to cut your
fingers. Hot pads will protect
those same fingers when

removing pans from the oven.
Cookie sheets, pots, pans,
kettles, muffin tins and such will
all depend upon what you intend
to make but are nice to have
around the house.
On to measurements.
Cooking affords alittle more
leeway than baking. If you dump
a full teaspoon of oregano into
the tomato sauce instead of the
one-half teaspoon listed in the
cookbook, your sauce will
probably still taste OK. If you
add one-half teaspoon of baking
soda to the chocolate chip cookie
mix instead of the one teaspoon
listed, your cookies may not rise.
Flat puddles of sugar with chocolate lumps are not nearly as
yummy as soft and chewy cookie
goodness.
Therefore, it's important to
measure things as closely as possible until you understand how
different ingredients interact.
The measuring cups or
measuring spoons mentioned
above should be used for
measuring dry ingredients.
Flour, sugar and similar light
ingredients should be spooned
into the measuring cup or spoon.
Use a butter knife to scrape the
top of the cup or spoon, leveling
the measurement.

Things like brown sugar,
peanut butter and shortening
should be packed down with a
spoon or spatula. Your hands will
also work in a pinch. Level it the
same way. Use a rubber scraper
or your finger to get the extra
ingredients out of a cup or spoon.
Liquid measurements can be a
little trickier. Assuming the measurement is more than a tablespoon or two, you'll want to use a
liquid measuring cup. Pour in a
little less than you expect you
will need. Set the measuring cup
on a flat surface and look at the
measurement at eye level. The
line should appear to curve a little, somewhat like a smile. Fill
the cup until the bottom of the
curve is the same level as the
measurement line on the cup.
Again, use a rubber scraper to get
the cup clean.
If you follow the recipe, your
food will typically turn out tasty.
Don't be frazzled by a freak
cooking accident or baking
disaster. After all, this is college.
You're here to make a few
mistakes, and there's almost
always someone willing to take
those flat sugar lumps with
chocolate off your hands.
Reach
Missy
Teff at
fooddiva@hotmail.com
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by Snook
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Continued from Page 6

great many individuals, the answer seems to be a united "Yes!" as
evidenced by their energy spent either practicing it, ignoring it or
fervently ridiculing it. But is all that attention a waste of their
time?
For a start, I think I have caught the goose. The chase
consisted mostly of typing the words "religion" and "definition"
into various online search engines but was, in fact, rather
interesting. In an obscure discussion room, someone had posted a
rather long quote from H.L. Mencken, the American journalist
and critic. He said religion is "quite simple at bottom ... its single
function is to give man access to the powers which seem to
control his destiny, and its single purpose is to induce these
powers to be friendly with him." Amazingly simple, isn't it? I
cannot think of any exceptions.
Now that we have a working definition, on to the next
question: Is it even worth thinking about? Again Mencken said,
"When examined objectively, (religion) testifies to mankind's
lack of sense quite as much as to (its) high striving," a verdict that
is horribly stark but very close to the truth. What device or
"system of beliefs" could ever draw the attention of a force or
forces vast and intelligent enough to control destiny and create
the universe? For all anyone could guess, God could be much
more interested in sitting around a black hole on the other side of
the universe than even looking at mankind. That is why, in one
way, science emphatically contradicts religion. It shows us the
enormity of our surroundings. Religion, in that light, is a waste of
time. Yet, it is often thought that if people do this or that, God will
look favorably on them.
Only 4.5 percent of the world is atheistic; people know there is
a God and they are trying to get his attention. Yet, I can think of
only one "religion" whose "outward expression by believers is
not an attempt to secure salvation but a thank offering for it." It
fails Mencken's definition, thank God. To keep you thinking,
however, and because I'm running oiit of space, I'll leave it at this
and wrap it up next week.
0 0 0
Reach Paul Konkel at pdkonkol@aol.com

VMAs

Try this:
Monster
Cookies
1 cup margarine,
softened
2 cups granulated
sugar
2 cups brown sugar
2 teaspoons vanilla
6 eggs
24 ounces smooth
peanut butter
3 cups flour
4 teaspoons baking
soda
1 pound M&Ms
1 12 ounce bag
chocolate chips
Mix
together
margarine,
sugars,
vanilla, eggs and
peanut butter. Add
remaining
ingredients; mix
well. Drop by rounded
teaspoonfuls onto
cookie sheet. Bake at
350 degrees for 10 to
12 minutes or until
lightly browned.

Michael

Continued from
Page 5
Jackson, appeared briefly at the
end of their performance and
showed the boys a few moves. It
was funny watching the
post-awards show and hearing
all the stars say that Michael's
appearance was the best part of
the evening — he was on for less
than 60 seconds.
Linkin Park's performance
was interesting, but they're a
flash-in-the-pan band. Britney
Spears' "grand finale"
performance was so anti-climatic
that it doesn't deserve any
further mention.
There were, however, two
bright spots to the show. U2's
performance served as an example of what it means to be a true
rock star. The best part of the
show took place when Triumph,
the insult comic dog, asked
Jennifer Lopez if he could sniff
her ass. Lopez looked about as
comfortable as I do when one of
her lousy videos come on.
MTV will probably run
post-awards shows for the next
two weeks. That self-promotion
machine is going to have to work
twice as hard to convince us this
year's show was the best ever, but
somehow I just know they will.
Reach Mark Liedel at
wakko333@hotmail.com

Continued from Page 6

runs on the first and third. CleanSweep is further divided into•Internet, Programs and Advanced. Symantec Web offers Norton-related
sites as well as partner sites such as computer advice and a Web storage site.
It can seem a bit confusing at first, but the menu lets you explore
as much or as little as you want, and either by accident or design, the
more "advanced" options appear at the bottom of all the menus. I
highly recommend Norton SystemWorks, since it costs the same as
each program does separately.
0 0 0
Reach Michael Canavino at Winonantech@yahoo.com

Orientation
Continued from Page 5

Looking for a car?
U/Sit:www.winterbeater.com

Activities were to include a connection
with
WSU
football scrimmage, water both in academics and social
balloon toss and other games.
activities.
"I was disappointed that the
"Students should become
grill out was canceled." said increasingly more comfortable
Bertness. "My leader is my sis- with the university as they
ter's best friend and I was look- develop closer personal and
ing forward to soaking her in the professional relationships and
water balloon toss."
become more knowledgeable of
Wicka hopes students will the resources within our campus
continue to develop a strong community," said Wicka.

CALL YOUR MOM
and tell her about our ( - heap
subscriptions.

INSIDE
WSU sports recap updates the Warriors
athletics from the past two weeks.
See Page 12.
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SPORTS

NEW YORK (AP) —
Major league baseball postponed its entire schedule of
15 games Tuesday night
following terrorist attacks
in New York and Washington. Other sports also
rewrote their schedules.
It was the first time
since President Franklin D.
Roosevelt's death in April
1945 that baseball wiped
out a whole day of regularseason play because of a
national tragedy.
The National Football
League was mulling
whether to postpone Sunday's games, leaguespokesman Joe Browne
said. The NCAA said conferences and schools have
the authority to determine
whether to play college
football games this weekend.
It was only the fourth
time MLB postponed an
entire day's baseball schedule for something other
than labor strike or weather, according to Scot Mondore of the National Baseball Hall of Fame and
Museum. The other days
were Aug. 2, 1923, when
President, Warren G. Harding died; June 6, 1944,
when Allied forces invaded
France in World War H; and
April 14, 1945, after Roosevelt died.

Score 'em

507 457 5520
-

Page 9

Warriors go rolling down the river
Chris Yarolimek
WINONAN

The entire Winona State
University football team was on
the same page going into their
2001 home-opener. — pick up
their first win of the season in the
last-ever meeting with the UW-La
Crosse. The Eagles never got the
memo.
A two-touchdown deficit midway through the second quarter
was something WSU coach Tom
Sawyer didn't foresee, but three
interceptions on consecutive
series' put the Warriors back in
contention.
The 31-22 victory in front of
over 4,500 fans at Maxwell Field
was only the sixth for WSU in the
50-year history of the border-battle, but the fourth straight.
"It was a big game. It's always
big to beat La Crosse," Tom
Sawyer said. "We finally got the
tempo, and that is something we
didn't do against South Dakota
(last week). Then we just got the
ball to our skill guys."
The opportunistic Eagles
turned a botched field goal snap
into a touchdown when holder
Chester Janke found Mike Smith
open in the end zone with 3 minutes, 43 seconds left in the opening quarter. Less than two minutes
later Janke did get the snap down
for Jedediah Johnson's 43-yard
field goal.
UW-L quarterback Josh Boraas
put his team on top 16-3 when he
dove in the end zone from a yard
out on the Eagles third possesion.

Jenny Butler/WINONAN
Winona State running back Kevin Curtin takes it outside against a UW-La Crosse defender. The Warriors spotted the
Eagles a 16-3 lead before storming backwith 28 unanswered points en route to a 31-22 victory in the home opener
last Friday night.

Boraas finished the game 24 of 45
through the air with 336 yards, but
his three picks opened the door for
the Warriors.
Jake Tjede hauled in the first
interception with 4:35 to go in the
half Ryan Walch ran the ball three

times in WSU's 2 1/2-minute
drive, with his last going for a 2yard score to cut the lead to 17-16.
Jesse Isom, who went head-tohead with the Eagles No. 1 receiver Mike Rizzo, stepped in front of
Boraas's intended target and took

the Warriors second interception
54 yards for a touchdown. WSU
never relinquished its lead after
that point, and Nick Jaegar insured
it by picking off a pass in the end
zone to end UW-L's final threat of
the half.

Football 9/8

22
UW-La Crosse
Warriors
31
Soccer 9/8--9/9
Northern Colorado
0
1
Warriors
1
#6 Truman State
Warriors
0
Volleyball 9/7--9/8
#11 South Dakota State
0-3
University South Dakota
3-2
#25 Northern Colorado
0-3
Men's Golf
9/8--9/9
2nd at Winona State Invite
Joe Dietsch 1st with a 150
Women's Golf 9/2 9/4
5th of UW-Eau Claire
Invite
Erika Ochs 14th with a
173
Men's Cross Country 9/1
7th at St. Mary's Invitational
37th,
Mike Pendleton
25:34
Women's Cross Country
9/1
3rd at St. Mary's Invitational
13th,
Samantha Rinde
21:37

-

winonansports@hotmail.com
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Pro sports
on hold

Chris Yarolimek,
Brett Carow — editors

"We were a little concerned
about our secondary (which gave
up 352 yards passing)," said
Sawyer.
The Eagles had seven players
catch passes, making cover corSee Rivalry, Page 10

Rivalry
ends

WSU
soccer
splits

CHRIS
YAROLIMEX

Sports
Editor

Ian Stauffer
WINONAN

-

Quote 'em
"Diving is the most fun
in the rain. People are
amazed at the dives. It's a
good spectator sport. No
one is stopped for very
long."
--Nate Ramseth, WSU
men's Ultimate Frisbee cocaptain

The Winona State University soccer team faced Northern
Colorado University in a very
physical game at Maxwell
Field Saturday. It was WSU's
home opener, and the team
played like it wanted to win.
Solid defense, strong goalie
work, and the only goal of the
game won the game for the
Warriors, who held on 1-0.
WSU goalie Kristin Nelson
stopped seven shots, and earned
her third shutout of the season.
NCU had many significant
scoring opportunities throughout the game, but Nelson continually stepped up to the challenge, and turned them away
every time.
In the 65th minute, NCU put
two shots on goal, and Nelson
came up large with one diving
stop, and another huge stop on
the rebound.
"Sometimes you need your
See Soccer, Page 11

Watch 'em
Volleyball
home vs. Wayne State 7
p.m. Friday
home vs Southwest State 3
p.m. Saturday
Football
At Bemidji State 1:30 p.m.
Saturday
Soccer
Home vs. U of North
Dakota 7 p.m. Friday
Women's Golf
Gustavus Invite, Lakeside
Country Club
Waseca, Minn. FridaySunday

Scott Haraldson/WiNoNAN

Warriors' midfielder Liz Narten uses her head to pass the ball to a teammate. Winona
State beat Northern Colorado 1-0 last Saturday before losing to No. 6 ranked Truman
State by the same tally the next day.

Women golfers improve, men place second
Jerrad Radocay
WINONAN

ALLENDALE, Mich. — The
Winona State University
women's golf team began the
2001 season at the Lady Laker
Fall Classic with a few strokes of
inexperience.
The Warriors placed ninth out
of the twelve NCAA Division II
schools while posting a score of
366-365=731.
"I was happy witknthe results,

but at the same time we know
there's a lot of work to be done
with this group of young
golfers," said WSU coach
Robert Newberry. "We're not as
strong as we've been in the past.
Now we just have to gear up for
our home meet at the end of September."
Individually for the Warriors,
Erika Ochs finished a team-best
two-day total of 172 (86-86) to
tie for 34th place overall. Right
behind Ochs was Katie Langer,
who posted a 182 (93-89).

"Erika and Katie had great
performances and I'm hoping
that their play will sort of trickle
down," said Newberry.
The host team, Grand Valley
State, took home the D-II crown
with a two-day score of 653
(331-322). Finishing atop the
NCAA D-I leaderboard was the
University of Toledo with a 617
(315-302).
The men's golf team used
solid performances. ft—, Dan
Wenner awl Bob Gandor to finish first in its own invite Sunday,

carding a 613 (306-307) at the
Winona Country Club.
Wenner and Gandor tied for
second place overall with Luke
Slaymaker of Mount Mercy with
scores of 148.
Mount Mercy won with a
two-day total of 608 (308-300).
Concordia-Wisconsin's Blake
Seider won the event with a 147.
WSU's Ryan Sabyan and
Ryan Skappel each c t,r ' land in 13111
mate Pat Aiello
158 for 18th.

It comes down to sceduling. If the Warriors football
team wants to make any
waves in the NCAA Division
II playoff pool, they can be
sure of a few things.
Yes, WSU must put together a great season and most
likely win another Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference title. What it can't do is
face DM opponents, like the
University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse.
That is exactly why WSU
has put an end to the rivalry
that began in 1911.
The Warriors, a scholarship football program, have
no reason to face competition
that will hinder their chances
for the post-season. And a
post-season tradition would
quickly overshadow the tradition with the Eagles.
I'll admit,
Saturday's
installment of the border-battle was another thriller, with
WSU coming out on top 3122. But it really doesn't make
any sense for WSU to put
themselves in position to lose
this game, because then they
can kiss the playoffs goodbye.
The young Warriors squad
did show a lot of heart in their
nine-point win, coming back
from a 16-3 deficit, but to the
national voting committee,
it's probably just as had as a
loss to a DH school.
Divison II powerhouse
programs like North Dakota,
North Dakota State and Pitts-
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WSU ultimate frisbee teams want respect
Brett Carow
WINONAN

The team competed in their
club's national tournament three
years ago, finished third in their
region last year but have gone
virtually unnoticed by the population as a whole since they
began playing 23 years ago.
They are the Winona State
University men's Ultimate Frisbee team. And they play a lot.
The men's team consists of
anywhere from 30-40 players
who play regularly on Tuesday
and Thursday nights and weekends. Captained by Nate Ram-.
seth and Josh Guyette, the men
participate in tournaments
throughout the fall and into the
spring.
"It's a fast growing sport but
still a lot of people don't know of
it," said Ramseth. "It's exciting.
It's a real fast paced game."
Winona State has had a
women's team for the past 13
11001101.1...MMOMIMIINIIIIINIMINIMII11111111 ■1111111MINIMPIMIN

years.
"Some people feel intimidated," said women's captain Angie
Hermann of her team. "Hopefully they won't feel intimidated.
We are nice people."
The field is about the same
size as a football field - 120
yards by 40 yards with 25-yard
end zones. One of the things that
make the game exciting is the
constant possibility of scoring.
"There are no referees in Ultimate," Hermann said, "because
play is based on the spirit of the
game."
The only way to advance the
disc is engaging in # series of
passes from player to player,
without running while possessing the disc.
Turnovers occur whenever
someone drops the disc or has it
intercepted, Ramseth said.
Points are scored by catching
the disc in the opposing team's
end zone.
Pick-up games are played

Thursday evenings as a WSU
Hallo-Winona is the largest
Intramural activity.
and only tournament in Winona
Anyone is welcome to come that either team will play in this
down to the Lake Winona pavil- fall. Forty teams will play in the
ion, Hermann said.
two-day tournament . starting
Both teams play their games October 27.
in weekend tournaments in cities
Hermann said, "The most
throughout the area.
challenging thing is playing in
■■••■■IN costumes."
Weather doesn't stop these
"Some people feel
men and women playing either.
intimidated. Hopefully
"Diving is the most fun in the
they won't feel intimidatrain. People are amazed at the
dives," Ramseth said, "It's a
ed. We are nice people"
good spectator sport. No one is
ANGIE HERMANN,
stopped for very long."
WSU women's ultimate
Some of the best teams in the
frisbee captain.
region are Carleton College,
Princeton and the University of
"It's kind of a rebuilding year Wisconsin at Madison.
Like football is at other
for us. We had six guys graduate," said Ramseth, who is one of schools, Ultimate Frisbee is the
the few players remaining from sport of choice and the most
the national tournament team of highly recruited at Carleton Colthree years ago. "We have 15 lege, Ramseth said.
new guys this year as well as 15
Carleton won the national
friends that play occasionally championship last year.
too."
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Chip shot

Scott Haraldson/WINONAN

WSU golfer Dan Wenner chips from a slippery slope at
the Winona State University Invite. Wenner had rounds
of 72 and 78 to pace the field.

Yarolimek

Continued from Page 9

they don't play them.
It's true that the Eagles have
an outstanding small-school
football program, winning a
pair of Division III national
titles in the last decade.
They've also won or shared 15
Wisconsin Intercollegiate Athletic Conference in the last 30
years. But that doesn't matter
to the voters.
The Warriors, on the other
hand, have won five NSIC
titles in the last seven years.
Last year's triple-overtime victory in the Mineral Water Bowl
was the first bowl appearance
in the school's history.
I don't want to take anything away from the Eagles
success. I know a few ex-UWL
players, and I know they take a
lot of pride in their football
program.
I've hung out with former
Eagles wide receiver, Jeremy

Earp, who caught the gamewinning touchdown in their
last national championship victory and who also made it onto
a couple NFL rosters. That
makes it even harder for me to
call for a stop to the rivalry.
When I talked to UWL
coach Larry Terry, he agreed
with WSU coach Tom Sawyer
about the decision to end the
annual match ups and admited
it doesn't help the Warriors
whatsoever to play a DIII
school.
The best-case senerio would
see the NSIC receive an automatic bid to the playoffs, which
would put less emphasis on
non-conference schedules.
Then the tradition could continue and the Warriors could
still finish their season with a
post-season birth.
Chris Yarolimek can be
reached at cyarolimek@lycos.com

The Next Stage®

Now that you're ready to go it alone with banking, check out the convenient
Student Combos"' Package. It backs you up with a range of worry-free
banking services that are easy to use. Stop by your nearest
Wells Fargo focation today.

Student Combo Package
Free Student Checking
Free Student Visa Card"
ATM & Check Card'
Free Online Account Access
And much more
wellsfargo.com
"Credit card issued by Wells Fargo Bank Nevada, N.A. and is subject to
credit qualification. Annual fee is waived if the credit card is connected
to a Wells Fargo checking account for overdraft protection.
nssuance of the ATM & Check Card is subject to qualification.
2001 Wells Fargo Banks. Members FDIC. All rights reserved.
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His airness
is back again

•
Associated Press

CHICAGO — Michael Jordan all but confirmed Monday
he would return to play in the
NBA and said the world will
know for sure within 10 days.
In a 30-minute conversation
with The Associated Press and
reporters for the Chicago SunTimes and cnnsi.com , Jordan
said the news conference to
announce his decision would
be held in Washington, D.C.,
by the middle of next week.
Asked whether he was definitely coming back, Jordan
smiled slyly. A moment later,
he locked up and said, "I'm
doing it for the love of the
game. Nothing else. For the
love of the game."
A statement released from
Jordan's office on Monday
night, though, wouldn't confirm anything. "I'm not giving
any confirmation to the report
... It is pure speculation," Jordan said in the statement.
When informed that it was
being reported that he had all
but confirmed his return to the
NBA, Jordan told the Washington Post: "I didn't say that. I
have not said it."
Jordan reiterated to the Post
that he was speaking of his
"months of attempting to get
into basketball shape," not his
definite return.
Jordan, who led the Chicago
Bulls to six championships, has

worked out all summer preparing for the expected comeback
with the Washington Wizards.
He is president of basketball
operations for the team and a
part owner, meaning he has to
divest his ownership under
NBA rules before returning to
the court.
Jordan has tested himself
and his game repeatedly in
scrimmages against top-caliber
NBA players, with league referees officiating. The only
question remaining is whether
the tendinitis in his right knee
would limit his effectiveness.
Jordan, however, said the
knee was sound. If it remains
that way over the next few
days, he told The Associated
Press, "I'll be ready to go."
He stunned the basketball
world by retiring in October
1993, saying he had nothing
left to. prove in basketball and
wanted to give baseball a try.
He played a season of DoubleA ball for the Chicago White
Sox team in Birmingham, Ala.,
but returned to the Bulls in
March 1995.
In the half-hour conversation on a curb outside his
restaurant, Jordan dropped the
conditional tense for the first
time since acknowledging in
April that he was serious about
coming back.
"I want to play for years,"
he said.
But Jordan made clear he
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Continued from Page 9
ners Isom and Jaegar work overtime. Isom and linebacker Brent
Thoen also each had balls go inand-out of their hand in the second
half.
Running back Kevin Curtin
took over in the Warriors first possesion after halftime and didn't
stop until he racked up 107 yards
on 19 carries. He also caught a
team-high six passes for 35 yards.
"There was a big difference
this week. We just dominated the
line. (Our offensive line) did it all
and opened the holes," said
Curtin, who touched the ball on
10 of the 15 plays WSU ran in a
six-minute, 54-yard drive spanning from the third to fourth quarter. "(Curtis) Jepson did well.
Ryan (Walch) did well. It was our
line. They handled their (assignments) for the whole game."
Quarterback Andy Nett, in his
first start of the year, passed for
263 yards on a 20 for 29 performance. Adam Lilla caught five of
the 20 passes for 104 yards and a
Jenny Butler/ WINONAN
touchdown and Jeff Dobbertin
Warriors' receiver Adam Lilla can see nothing but white jerseys as he tries to advance piled up 83 yards on five recepone of his five recpetions. Lilla averaged over 20 yards per catch including one touchtions.
down in the Warriors 33-21 wim over UW-La Crosse.

Soccer
goalie to make a big stop, and Kristin did
that for us today," WSU coach Ali Omar
said.
WSU freshman Aubrey Dirks scored the
only goal of the game in the 86th minute.
She received a pass from teammate Jenny
Wiedenhoft in front of the goal and did the
rest of the work herself
The NCU goalie got her hands on the
ball, but the shot was just too hot to handle,
and the shot went up in the air, came down,
and rolled into the goal.
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Volunteers of America builds stronger
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Volunteers
of America.
77x,rt, art. tx., limits to caring..

looking for two consecutive home wins, but
Truman State University denied them with a
1-0 win, and WSU had to split their weekend.
Senior goalie Crystal Pearson played for
the first time this year and she kept the game
tight with seven saves, but TSU scored in
the second half WSU tried to strike back,
but TSU goalie Emily Huyck was just too
tough with four saves.
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The goal came just one day after Dirks'
birthday, and she couldn't have asked for a
better birthday present.
"I couldn't afford to buy her a gift, so she
went out and got her own," Omar said.
"Everyone was fired up about this game. It
was our home opener, and it really showed
in the girls' play.
"This game was a great team effort. We
made all the routine plays. Those are the
most important."
WSU came to Maxwell Field Sunday

11 at -2am
Sun. I latn 12;m.
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communities by serving homeless
individuals and families, the elderly,
and at-risk youth. Your donation can
help provide a solid foundation.
Volunteers of America—
changing lives, restoring hope.
Please call us at 1.800.899.0089 or
visit wvew.volunteersofamerica.org .

1993 Mercury Topaz GS
4 cy,l, Auto, Grey, Power
Windows & Locks, A/C, CD
Player
$1499
1992 Dodge Dynasty
1991 Geo Metro
1993 Pontiac Grand Am
Quad Four, Automatic, V6, Automatic, 4 Door, A/C, 3 cyl, Manual, 2 Door, Red,
Power Locks
New Brakes, New Clutch
Power Locks, NC,
$1575
$1299
Burgandy
$3255
1991 Ford Taurus LX
1991 Ford F-150 XLT
1991 Chevrolet Beretta
4 Door, Brown,
5.0 L, V8, P. Windows &
Manual, V6, New Tires, 2
Locks, 2 wheel drive
Door, Runs Great, A/C
Automatic, Air, Loaded
$1175
$1499
$1899
1994 Ford Explorer
V6, Automatic, 2
Door, Red, 4 x 4
$2999

1994 Pontiac Sunbird
4 Door, Blue, Automatic,
Power locks
$1975

1990 Chevrolet Lumina
1990 Dodge Shadow
V6, Automatic, 4 Door, 4 door, Gold, Good runner,
Grey, NC, Power Locks
Gas Saver!
$1750
$1650

The Engine Store

1989 Mercury Topaz XR5
4 cyl, Auto, 2 Door, Dark
Blue, New tires, Gas Saver!
$1475

116 W. 2nd Street, Winona

(507) 452-0695

Focus on Fitness
St. T's Athletic Club

College
Membership

$06.00

360 Vila Street Winona, MN
507-453-5555

Per Year

* Treadmills
* Free Weights
* Walking/Running Track
* Nordic Tracks
* Schwinn Air Dyne Bikes
* 6 Indoor Tennis Courts

College
Membership

$96.00

Per Year

* 12 Outdoor Courts
* Gym with Basketball
* Aerobic Classes
* Cardio Equipment
* Stairmasters

have a story idea you would like to
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Help
suggestions for improving the Winonan?
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While we were away... WSU sports recap
The Winona State volleyball
team begins play in its conference schedule Friday night at
home against conference leader
Wayne State.
The Warriors have played a
tough non-conference schedule
featuring three Top 25 Division
II schools.
WSU's record stands at 3-8
which includes a win against the
University of South Dakota 3026, 18-30, 30-22, 19-30, 15-12
in their first match of the
NCC/NSIC Classic, played last
weekend in Rochester, Minn.
Northern Colorado, ranked
No. 25, beat the Warriors 30-22,
30-21, 30-27 in the second
match of the day.
Head Coach Amy Fisher said,
"In the long run it does help (to
play tougher teams), but we have
to start seeing success against
those teams."
Coach Fisher said it is not
rare for the team to play their
non-conference games against

tougher schools. It's beneficial
for the team to play a lot of
matches regardless of their
opponents' ability.
One of Winona State's
youngest teams, with six freshmen and five sophomores, the
volleyball team can present
problems to opposing teams
when scouting. It can also present problems to a coach looking
for a starting lineup to be cast in
heavy clay, if not stone.
Fisher has used everyone on
the team in some capacity and
most have started at one point or
another.
"This season is one of the
more competitive years that I
have been here," Fisher said.
The conference will come
down to winning home games
and taking some of the road
events.
"Every night it'll be someone
new — all of our kids are leaders
in one way or another."
Fisher said one of the goals in

practice has been to get it to a
more game-like atmosphere.
Fisher said the team tries to
run practice with an up-beat
tempo to address concerns
including performance under
pressure and when more is at
stake. The inexperience will
bring challenges to the team this
year
She hopes that their raw talent
will make adjustments easier to
make for the future.

SOCCER
The Winona State University
women's soccer team is having a
good season so far. They are 4-2
(as of Sun., Sept. 9) with three
shutouts.
The Warriors bring back
eleven starters from last season,
including captains Liz Narten
and Jenny Wiederholt.
"We have a very strong team,
and we all work together very
well," Wiederholt said. "We
have lots of fresh talent."

"Our goal this year is to make
the regionals," she added. "We
have missed our, bid the last few
years, and I think that this is a
very realistic goal."
The team has started off
strong in non-conference play,
with conference play beginning
next week.
Freshman goalie Kristin Nelson has been shutting down
teams with her solid play. The
original starting goalie, senior
Crystal Pearson, was hurt prior
to the beginning of the season
and should be back soon. The
second-stringer was injured in
the opening game against Central Missouri State University
and she is out for the season.
That is when Nelson stepped
in. She finished the game
against CMSU, and WSU won
the game with a shutout. Nelson
followed that with another
shutout against Rockhurst University. University of NebraskaOmaha proved to be too much

for the Warriors, and WSU lost
3-1.
WSU rebounded well in the
next game with a big 3-1 win
over St. Cloud State University.

FOOTBALL
YANKTON, S.D. – It wasn't
the turnovers or the inability to
come up with big plays that hurt
the Winona State University
football team in its season opener at South Dakota Aug. 30. It
was the time of possession.
WSU was just eight yards
behind the Coyotes for the game,
but South Dakota held the ball
for 41 minutes 26 seconds to the
Warriors 18:34. That one statistic meant the game as the Coyotes came away with a 44-21
win.
WSU's offensive fire-power
was on display early on when
starting quarterback Bruce Carpenter hooked up with speedy
wide-out Adam Lilla for a
school-record 97-yard touch-

down. The connection cut USD's
lead to 7-6, but the Coyotes went
on a 21-point scoring spree to
take a 28-6 lead before Steve
Opgenorth's 38-yard field goal.
Opgenorth's field goal
brought the Warriors to within
19 points, but USD score the
first nine points of the third quarter to secured the win.
Andy Nett, who replaced Carpenter at quarterback, was also
on the throwing-end of a big
play. He found freshman Chris
Samp on a 64-yard score.
Carpenter finished with 208
yards on a nine of 29 passing
day, and Nett was 10 of 17 for
194 yards. The duo combined for
402 of the Warriors 477 total
yards.
Jeff Dobbertin hauled in six
passes for 93 yards, with Lilla
racking up 126 yards on-his three
receptions. Kevin Curtin was the
only rusher to do any damage,
putting up 66 yards on 11 carries.

Home run race: Barry Bonds always on at Enron
Associated Press
HOUSTON — Barry Bonds
could find Enron Field a friendly place Tuesday night as he
continues his pursuit of Mark
McGwire's major league home
run record.
The San Francisco Giants'
slugger went 7-for-16 with four
home runs and five RBI at the
cozy ballpark last season, the
Houston Astros' first year at
their new downtown stadium.
As the Giants make their
only visit to Houston for a threegame series that begins Tuesday
(Wednesday's game will be
broadcast on ESPN, starting at 8
p.m. ET), Bonds has 63 home
runs — including three Sunday
at Coors Field in Denver — and
is closing in on the record of 70
homers set by McGwire three
years ago.
Astros and opposing batters
have hit 206 homers at Enron
this season, second among all
major league stadiums to Coors,
which has yielded 239 home
runs.
Bonds left his mark on Enron

last season in two visits by the
Giants. His most significant
homer was the longest one hit at
Enron, 458 feet over the centerfield fence.
With the Giants chasing a
playoff spot, Bonds deftly
diverts most talk about the home
run record to his team's playoff
chances.
"Everything is important
right now," Bonds said. "Every
at-bat means something. You try
not to watch the scoreboard. But
it's hard not to. The intensity
level is a lot higher than normal."
But the home-run race has
intensified with the fans, especially since Bonds' weekend
performance at Coors Field.
Fans in Denver ignored
Bonds' sometimes prickly personality and gave him standing
,ovations for home runs 61, 62
and 63, demanding a tip of the
hat from Bonds, who surprisingly obliged.
"I don't think I've ever seen a
visiting player take a curtain
call," teammate J.T. Snow said.
"They were awesome. They

knew they might be seeing history and they knew they were a
part of it."
Astros fans might not be as
friendly. Unlike the last-place
Rockies, the Astros are fighting
to stay atop the NL Central
ahead of the St. Louis Cardinals.
"I'd say we'll be at capacity
or near it for all three games,"
Astros ticket manager John Sorrentino said. "With the pennant
race and of course Bonds being
here, I think we'll be near it."
Bonds will be comfortable at
Enron regaidless of the mood of
the fans. He's hit 31 homers at
the Giants' Pacific Bell Park and
32 on the road. His 32 road
homers equals the major-league
record shared by Babe Ruth and
McGwire.
Bonds walked nine times
during the three-game weekend
visit to Coors Field, expanding
his major league lead to 149 for
the season. Babe Ruth holds the
single-season record of 170.
Bonds is the fastest to reach
63 homers. He did it in 144
games and is eight games ahead
of McGwire's record pace in

1998.
The Astros say they won't
consider Bonds' home run chase
during the series.
"I'm not concerned about
Barry Bonds' home run chase,"
Houston catcher Brad Ausmus
said. "If he breaks the record
that's great.
"But we have to be concerned with getting to the playoffs. He's a home run threat
when he steps in the box and if
we have to pitch around him
we're going to pitch around
him.
"We have to win the ball
game. If we don't have to pitch
around him, then we're going to
go after him and if he hits a
home run, that's the chance
we're going to take."

The Astros will try to stall
Bonds with Dave Mlicki on
Tuesday night, followed by
Shane Reynolds and Wade
Miller to complete the threegame series.
Bonds has been successful
against all three although Miller
has faced him for just five atbats. Bonds is 1-for-4 against
Miller, but that one hit was a
solo homer.
Against Mlicki, Bonds is 10for-21 with two homers and
three RBI. Reynolds has
allowed two homers and two
RBI to Bonds, who has eight
hits in 34 at-bats against him.
"Obviously he's a dangerous
hitter but I'm not about to
change anything I'm doing,"
Miller said. "You've got to stay

"Every at-bat means
something. You try
not to watch the
scoreboard. But it's
hard not to. The
intensity level is a lot
higher than normal."
BARRY BONDS,
Giants outfielder

aggressive and go after him. You
don't want to put the runner on.
That can lead to problems. We'll
be careful with him but we're
going to try to get him out."
Pitching to Bonds can lead to
problems, too. Bonds' 458-footer was off Miller.
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Want to get payed to learn and
help others learn too?
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The Academic Assistance Center is looking for
students with 30 or more semester hours and at
least a 3.0 GPA to help tutor other students.

Pays $7.15/hour
If you're interested please contact the Advising & Retention
Office, Phelps Hall 129, or at
www.winona.msus.edu/advising/aac/

Looking for a call
visit: www.winterbeater.com

For the elderly who have to deal
with the harsh realities of life,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since 1896, we've worked
in communities across the country
to restore hope and rebuild lives.
Today, we help seniors lead safer,
healthier, independent, and produc
tive lives. With programs that provide home health care, transportation, assisted living and affordable
housing.
The need has never been greater.
And we are there to offer support
and compassion to enrich the lives
of the elderly.

Find out how you can help. Call
1.800.899.0089 or visit us at
www.volunteersofamerica.org.

Volunteers
of America
There are no limits to caring.'
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Kelly Bitter — Managing editor
(507) 457-5119
Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu
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Trees destroyed,
students blamed
Editorial
columnist

n case everyone is not aware,
Winona State University students have recently been
accused of many random acts of
unkindness, most of which have
been further blamed on their use
of alcohol.
I am not commenting on the
rights and wrongs of drinking; the
choice to drink is each person's
own prerogative. What I am commenting on is behavior once the
alcohol has been consumed.
I have not, in my 21 years of
existence, found the fun and
excitement of destruction of property. It's one of those things that
need to be explained to me slowly
and with words I can understand.
Destroying property is not
hard. Most of it won't fight back.
Breaking off car antennas and
ditching empty cups and bottles
on random lawns doesn't require
overcoming a force. It also serves
no real purpose of entertainment.
Jim Galewski, opinion editor
of the Winona Daily News, wrote
a column for the Sept. 4 issue
regarding the destruction between
downtown Winona and WSU. On
Fourth Street, nearly two blocks
of newly planted trees were
destroyed before the end of
August.
Galewski said although it can't
be proved, it is easy to blame
WSU students for this activity
considering the trees were fine for
four months and killed within two
weeks of the students' return. He
also said that youthful drinking
encourages this behavior.
I do not think this is a necessary reputation for WSU and the
students who attend here. It is
also an easily preventable reputation.
Leave things that are not yours
alone, particularly nature and
property, which most likely hold
meaning to someone else.
No satisfaction is gained from

/

committing these crimes. The
only thing gained is a community
that will group all seven-plus
thousand of us together as troublemakers.
We should work to unify ourselves as a peaceful community;
one that is more dedicated to our
education than to leaving a negative mark on the community.
Winona Police Chief Frank
Pomeroy has made statements
regarding the police force's handling of student misbehavior,
including numerous arrests for
selling alcohol, underage consumption of alcohol and loud parties.
Many of these arrests could
have been prevented had the
drinkers used a little responsibility and known the law.
Having more than one keg on
a property will cost $250 per keg,
and if it can be proved that someone was illegally selling alcohol,
a fine of $3,000 and up to one
year in jail is applicable.
Underage consumption fines
start at $138 for a first offense,
and from there, violators can find
themselves paying for alcohol
assessments and Mothers Against
Drunk Driving classes. A third
offense can lead to a large fine
and possible jail time.
The easiest fine to avoid, and
one that will help with respecting
the community, is to not publicly
consume alcohol. It is illegal to
drink alcohol on any street, boulevard or sidewalk in the city. This
is punishable by an $80 fine — an
amount of money I know I don't
have to spend simply because I
felt like carrying my cup from
house No. 1 to house No. 2.
To avoi
d
jail time and a
negative reputation for all WSU
students, please drink responsibly
and take care of the school and
community.
And by all means, if a tree
jumps out and starts a fight, go
ahead and fight back. But assuming it stays put in its spot, leave it
alone.
Reach Kelly Kirby at
kkirbyl 3 73@vax2. winona.
msus. edu.

The word
"queue" is
the only
word in the
English
language
that is
pronounced the same way it sounds
if the last four letters are removed.

Parking changes may have negative effect
By the Winonan editorial board
The Winona City Council is considering
changing Winona's alternate side parking
ordinance. While we think changes need to
be made, we're not sure the proposed
changes are the best option.
At its Sept. 4 meeting, the council initially approved moving the start time for alternate-side parking from 1 h.m. to 12:01 a.m.
and raising fines from $7 to $25. A final
vote will be made at the Sept. 17 meeting.
The council suggested that the new start
time would help people "better understand
when they had to move their vehicles as the
1 a.m. time seemed very confusing to many
citizens," according to the Sept. 4 meeting
agenda.
We don't think 12:01 a.m. would be any
less confusing to citizens than 1 a.m. and
might, in fact, be more confusing because
many people will think of the ordinance as
starting at midnight and will not know if the
odd or even day to follow is the day ending

or beginning at midnight.
The 1 a.m. start time is hard to confuse
because it does not fall at the junction of
two days – and it only takes one or two
warnings or tickets to remove any confusion some people might have.
The midnight start has the potential to
negatively affect the Winona economy by
clearing people out of bars an hour before
they close. At least one bar owner told
council member George Borzyskowski that
he could lose hundreds of dollars if people
leave at midnight to move their cars every
day.
If this extra hour will enable the department to clear streets faster, we are all for the
extra hour. But it might make more sense to
put the extra hour at the end, so the hours
would be 1 to 7 a.m., an option not explored
by the council.
We agree with the council that an
increase in the fine would encourage people
to move their vehicles so the streets can be
cleaned, but an $18 increase is a bit steep.

As council member Tim Breza said it
"doesn't cost anything to obey the law," but
it's easy to forget to move your car each
night, especially if you live near campus
and don't drive your car every day.
Police Chief Frank Pomeroy said most
fines occurred in the Winona State University area where students live, so this
increased fine will hit college students harder.than the average Winona citizen.
These two amendments will pass at the
next council meeting if citizens remain
silent. Since the changes will undoubtedly
affect students more than other citizens, it is
up to students to contact their council members to express their concerns before the
Sept. 17 meeting.
Contact information for the mayor and city
council members is listed under "meet your
mayor and city council" on the city council
page at www.cityofwinona-mn.com/
government/. They can also be reached
through the general number, 457-8234.

Built-up dorm rooms cause hectic mornings

m

y name is Krystal
Kapler and I live on
the West Campus in
Loretto Hall. Being on the
West Campus is great — it's
away from the main campus so
I have a feeling of coming
home after a stressful day of
school, it's close enough for me
to walk to my 8 a.m. classes
every morning, the dining hall
feels more like a restaurant than
a high school cafeteria and I
have the wonderful sensation of
air conditioning that hits me as
soon as I walk in the door.
Lucky? Yeah — I would definitely say I am lucky — except
for the room part.
The rooms in Loretto are
about 19 feet by 10 feet, bigger
than most rooms, but there are
three people in a built-up room.
That means that my roommates
and I get about 63 square feet of

personal space to ourselves
from ceiling to carpet. Now put
in a sink, two desks, three beds
(one lofted), two closets and several pieces of personal furniture.
Loretto definitely has it's
better features: a sink in every
room, a medicine cabinet, two
spacious closets, built in desks
with four shelves above each
one, the luxury of air conditioning and enough security to make
this place safer than Fort Knox.
With all the great features I
have compared to other students

living on campus some may
wonder why I am writing
column on build-up housing.
My two roommates and I all
have 8 a.m. classes, so we all
get up at 6 a.m. With three people all buzzing around this room
trying to find a shirt that matches the only clean pair of jeans
we have it gets a little cramped.
And besides, we're girls, right?
Girls do their hair, make-up and
some even perform their own
plastic surgery before anyone
sees their natural face.
All this beautifying takes lots
of time. With three curling
irons, blow dryers and make-up
bags we practically have to tip
toe around each other.
Now I'm sure a lot of the
guys reading this think I'm overreacting — but they have no idea
what it is like to stab yourself in
the eye with a mascara wand.

So how can Winona State
University solve this difficult
problem? Well, another residence hall would be the perfect
solution. The only problem with
that is the huge amount of
money it would take to perform
such a task. Another option
would be to fix up some of the
run-down apartments surrounding campus that are falling apart
day by day. This option wouldn't cost as much money as
building an entire new hall and I
personally think it would be
FABULOUS to have your own
bathroom.
Now remember, I am only an
18-year-old girl, not an architect, but that doesn't change the
fact that something should be
done.
Reach Krystal Kapler at
klkapler6764@webmail.
winona. edu.

"As a rule, what is out of sight disturbs
men's minds more seriously than what
they see."
Amanda Bakken
Kelly Bitter
Stacy Booth
Jenny Butler
Brett. Carow

Valerie Kramer
Jennifer Selby
Missy Teff
Chris Yarolimek

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Friday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and include
your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty members
must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members must include
full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space or content when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@vax2.winona.msus.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject
line. They can also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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THROUGH THE SHUTTER
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Fie girt of Dance

Student dancers performed among pieces
of art in the faculty's
"Recent Work" art
exhibit in Watkins
Gallery. The exhibit
will be on display the
rest of the month.
Photos by Scott Haraldson/wilioNAN
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